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Abstract 
 
The clinical presentation of internal and external cervical lesions vary 
considerably, and detection of lesions is often made incidentally. 
Accurate diagnosis is the most important step of the treatment plan 
because these pathologies are quite different from each other 
concerning their treatment procedures. This paper gives a literature 
review of internal and external root resorptions with respect of their 
etiology and adresses the difference in treatment modalities.         
 
(Int Dent Res 2011;1:32-37) 
 
 

 
 

 
Introduction 

 
Diagnostic information directly influences 

clinical decisions. Accurate data lead to better 
treatment-planning decisions and potentially more 
predictable outcomes. Cone beam computed 
tomography (CBCT) is an innovative technology that 
offers the clinician clinically relevant information that 
cannot be gathered from conventional radiography 
(1). The ability to assess an area of interest in 3 
dimensions eliminates the superimposition that is 
inherent in conventional radiographic imaging (2). 
Intraoral radiography produces images that have 
objects superimposed upon each other. The 
observer has to make 3-D decisions on the basis of 
a 2-D film (3). CBCT technology provides the 
clinician with the ability to observe an area in 3 
different planes (axial, sagittal, and coronal) and 
thus acquire 3-D information. The axial and sagittal 
views are of particular value, and they are not seen 
with conventional periapical radiography (4). The 

ability to reduce or eliminate superimposition of the 
surrounding structures makes CBCT superior to 
conventional periapical radiography (5). Specific 
endodontic applications of CBCT are being identified 
as the technology becomes more prevalent. 
Potential endodontic applications include diagnosis 
of endodontic pathosis and canal morphology, 
assessment of pathosis of non-endodontic origin, 
evaluation of root fractures and trauma, analysis of 
external and internal root resorption and invasive 
cervical resorption, and presurgical planning (1).  

Treatment of root resorptions (RR) can be 
complex and misdiagnosed. Imaging is critical to 
accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment. 
Classically, Gartner et al (6) described the 
radiographic features of internal and external 
resorption. Off-angle radiographs have proven to be 
useful in differentiating these entities. The use of 
parallel radiographic techniques is advocated for 
differentiating internal from external resorption 
defects (6-8). A second radiograph taken at a 
different angle often confirms the nature of the 
resorptive lesion. External RRs will move in the same 
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direction as the x-ray tube shift if they are 
lingually/palatally positioned. Conversly they will 
move in the opposite direction to the tube shift if 
they are buccally positioned. Internal RRs should 
remain in the same position relative to the canal in 
both radiographs. Radiologically, internal RRs 
present as a cloudy, mottled, radiopaque lesion with 
irregular margins as a result of the presence of 
metaplastic hard tissue deposits within the canal 
space. Differentiating internal RR from external RRs 
might be clinically challenging, especially if the 
metaplasia has occupied the entire resorptive cavity.  

Diagnostic accuracy based on conventional and 
digital radiographic examination is limited by the fact 
that the images produced by these techniques only 
provide a 2-dimensional representation of 3-
dimensional objects (8-10). In addition, the 
anatomic structures being imaged might be 
distorted (11). This might lead to misdiagnosis and 
incorrect treatment in the management of internal 
and external root resorptions.  

Conventional radiography does not provide a 
true and full representation of the lesion. 
Conventional radiography is often unable to identify 
the true extent, location, or the portal of entry of a 
resorptive lesion. CBCT has been shown to help 
determine treatment complexity as well as aid the 
clinician in offering an accurate prognosis on the 
basis of the extent of the resorptive lesion (12). As a 
result, both treatment and treatment outcomes are 
likely to become more predictable. 

 
 

Internal Root resorption 
Internal root resorption has been reported as 

early as 1830 (13). Compared with external root 
resorption, internal root resorption is a relatively 
rare occurrence, and its etiology and pathogenesis 
have not been completely understood (14). 
Nevertheless, internal root resorption poses 
diagnostic concerns to the clinician because it is 
often confused with external cervical resorption (7, 
15, 16). Incorrect diagnosis might result in 
inappropriate treatment in certain cases (17). 

Once internal root resorption has been 
diagnosed, the clinician must make a decision on the 
prognosis of the tooth. If the tooth is deemed 
restorable and has a reasonable prognosis, root 
canal treatment is the treatment of choice. The aim 
of root canal treatment is to remove any remaining 
vital, apical tissue and the necrotic coronal portion 
of the pulp that might be sustaining and stimulating 
the resorbing cells via their blood supply, and to 
disinfect and obturate the root canal system (18). 

Internal root resorption lesions present the 
endodontist with unique difficulties in the 
preparation and obturation of the affected tooth. 

Access cavity preparation should be conservative, 
preserving as much tooth structure as possible, and 
should avoid further weakening of the already 
compromised tooth. In teeth with actively resorbing 
lesions, bleeding from the inflamed pulpal and 
granulation tissues might be profuse and might 
impair visibility during the initial stages of 
chemomechanical debridement. The shape of the 
resorption defect usually renders it inaccessible to 
direct mechanical instrumentation. 

The primary objective of root canal treatment is 
to disinfect the root canal system. This is followed 
by obturation of the disinfected canal with an 
appropriate root-filling material to prevent it from 
reinfection. By their very nature, internal root 
resorption defects can be difficult to obturate 
adequately. To completely seal the resorptive 
defect, the obturation material should be flowable. 
Gutta-percha is the most commonly used filling 
material in endodontics. Gençoğlu et al (19) 
examined the quality of root fillings in teeth with 
artificially created internal resorptive cavities. They 
found that the Microseal (Sybron Endo, Orange, CA) 
and Obtura II (Spartan, Fenton, MO) thermoplastic 
gutta-percha techniques were significantly better in 
filling artificial resorptive cavities than Thermafil 
(Dentsply, York, PA), Soft-Core core systems (CMS 
Dental, Copenhagen, Denmark), and cold lateral 
condensation (CLC). The cold lateral compaction 
technique produced slightly fewer voids than Obtura 
II, but a larger proportion of the canal space was 
filled with sealer with this technique.  

Goldman et al (20) also concluded that the 
Obtura II system performed statistically better in 
obturating resorptive defects than cold lateral 
compaction, Thermafil, and a hybrid technique. 
Stamos and Stamos (21) reported 2 cases of internal 
root resorption in which the Obtura II system was 
used to successfully obturate the canals. Similar 
results were reported by others (22).  

In situations when the root wall has been 
perforated, mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) should 
be considered the material of choiceto seal the 
perforation. MTA is biocompatible (23) and has been 
shown to be effective in repairing furcation 
perforations (24) and lateral root perforations (25). 
The material is well-tolerated by periradicular tissues 
and has been shown to support almost complete 
regeneration of the periodontium (24). In addition, 
MTA has superior sealing properties when compared 
with other materials (26). A hybrid technique might 
also be used to obturate canals; the canal apical to 
the resorption defect is obturated with gutta-percha, 
and then the resorption defect and associated 
perforation are sealed with MTA (27, 28). When 
internal resorption has rendered the tooth 
untreatable or unrestorable, extraction is the only 
treatment option. 
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Discussion 
 

The use of CBCT can be invaluable in the 
decision-making process. The scanned data provide 
the clinician with a 3-dimensional appreciation of the 
tooth, the resorption lesion, and the adjacent 
anatomy. The true nature of the lesion might be 
assessed, including root perforations and whether 
the lesion is amendable to treatment. In the same 
study (39), the authors concluded that there was a 
significantly higher prevalence in the choice of the 
correct treatment option when CBCT was used 
compared with the use of intraoral radiographs for 
diagnosing resorptive lesions. 

Kim et al (40) analyzed a case of multiple 
extracanal invasive resorptions by using CT and a 
rapid prototyping tooth model. The use of CT was 
very helpful in diagnosing the exact size and location 
of resorption. In the serial cross-sectional views, the 
size and the location of resorption were clearly 
determined. The 3-dimensional reconstruction and 
the fabrication of a rapid prototyping tooth model 
provided a more accurate image of the resorption 
area. In simulated external RR, Silveira et al (41) 
evaluated the diagnostic performance of a CT scan 
table. External RR defects of different sizes and in 
different locations were simulated in 59 human 
mandibular incisors. Cavities simulating RR defects 
of 0.6, 1.2, or 1.8 mm in diameter and 0.3, 0.6, or 
0.9 mm in depth (small, medium, and large defects) 
were drilled in the cervical, middle, and apical thirds 
of buccal surfaces. Axial CT was used to obtain 
cross-sectional images of the teeth, and 177 root 
thirds were assessed by a blinded observer. CT 
showed good diagnostic performance, high 
sensitivity, and excellent specificity in the detection 
of simulated external resorptions. The greatest 
difficulty was found in the detection of small 
resorptions located in the apical third of tooth roots. 
CBCT scans were effective to identify the presence, 
type, and severity of RR (42,43). 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

Cone beam computed tomography appears to 
be a promising diagnostic tool for confirming the 
presence, appreciating the true nature, and 
managing the internal and external root resorptions. 
In addition to the 2-D slices, 3-D reconstruction 
enables further assessment of the area of interest 
which enables the right treatment modality for the 
real pathology. 
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